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Project overview

The goal of the project is to improve quantitative

understanding of the global hotspots of forest loss,

including deforestation, forest rotation and degradation

using high resolution optical remote sensing data from

PlanetScope and Sentinel-2 satellites (3 and 10 m spatial

resolution, respectively).

The first portion of the analysis consists of the sample-

based estimation of forest loss area with known

uncertainty for the baseline year of 2018. The method

was prototyped by our team for mapping tree cover loss

in Peru and wheat extent in Punjab, Pakistan (Pickering et

al., 2021). The reference area of forest loss derived from

automated classification of a sample of high resolution

data will be used to assess the accuracy of the Landsat-

based (30m resolution) global forest loss map (Hansen et

al., 2013). The second portion consists of forest loss type

(initial disturbance type and proximate driver) and pre-

disturbance forest type attribution for the mapped

reference forest loss. Both are probability-based

assessments, with the loss mapping performed using

machine learning mapping algorithms, and the from-to

forest type, disturbance driver and land use outcome

attribution performed using expert visual interpretation.

Methods: sampling design and reference imagery

The reference stratified random sample of 600 5x5km

blocks was selected from a global grid of equal-area

blocks with non-zero percent tree cover in the year 2000,

subdivided into the following strata based on the global

tree cover loss map for the year 2018 (Hansen et al.,

2013): high loss (> 3.3% of forest loss per block), low loss

(0 - 3.3%), no loss – one block buffer around loss blocks

(to target omission errors), no loss – outside of buffer

(see figure below for sample block locations).

For each sample block we have acquired at least one

minimally clouded PlanetScope image closest to the

beginning of each month of the year 2018, December

2017 and January-February 2019, to ensure the clear

anniversary-date (beginning and end of year) images. We

have also downloaded all available Sentinel-2 imagery for

the same time period, resampled to the 3m PlanetScope

grid, forming a single data stack.

Types and drivers of forest loss

For each mapped pixel of year 2018 forest loss in each of

the reference sample blocks we have assigned the

following categories: pre-disturbance forest type, initial

type of disturbance, and proximate cause (driver) of

forest loss (based on land use 3 years post-disturbance).

Forest types included natural forests (including primary

and secondary), timber plantations, and non-timber

plantations (including palm).

Initial disturbance type was identified from year 2018

reference imagery, and included mechanical forest

clearing (manual vs. mechanized) and natural

disturbances (fire, insects, floods, hurricanes, windfalls).

Disaggregation of mechanical clearing into manual vs.

mechanized was based on clearing size and presence of

access roads.

Proximate cause (driver) of forest loss (Geist and Lambin

2002) was identified based on the reference imagery 3

years after disturbance (PlanetScope and Google Earth).

This was done to differentiate conversion of forests to

various land uses (cropland vs. pasture vs. plantations),

separate forest rotation in shifting cultivation cycle from

semi-permanent conversion to cropland, and planted

clearcuts from clearcuts with natural regeneration.

Methods: block mapping

Each sample block was classified into regions of ‘tree cover loss’ and ‘no loss’ using a supervised bagged

classification tree algorithm. Training and classification was performed using the combined time series of

Sentinel-2 and PlanetScope imagery. Training data was collected via identifying target regions with noticeable

tree cover loss, as well as non-target regions that remained unchanged (see figure below). The fine resolution

of PlanetScope imagery helped capture the precise spatial extent of tree cover loss events while the temporal

resolution of Sentinel-2 images allowed pinpointing the date of onset for each identified loss event. The

temporal dimension was especially important around the start and end dates of the time series because any

tree cover loss occurring before January 1, 2018 and after December 31, 2018 was disregarded. The block

mapping method was iterative: training inputs were modified following the results of each classification run

until a satisfactory tree cover loss map was created for each block.

Each mapped block went through the quality assessment (QA) by the entire mapping team during the group

QA sessions. The following checks were performed for each block during QA: commission error check 1 (make

sure all the areas mapped as tree cover loss had trees at the beginning of 2018), commission error check 2

(make sure all areas mapped as tree cover loss experienced loss by the end of 2018), omission error check

(make sure there are no areas with tree cover loss that were not mapped as loss). If problematic areas were

found, more mapping iterations were performed, or block maps were manually edited until a satisfactory

map was produced. Quantitative validation of the resulting maps will be performed at the end of the project,

once all sample block maps are finalized.
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